Motivated by considerations of the solar tachocline, we study the generation of strong buoyant magnetic structures by a sheared velocity field localized in a convectively stable background, using non-linear three-dimensional (3D) magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations. The shear flow can spontaneously create strong tube-like toroidal (streamwise) magnetic structures from an imposed weak uniform poloidal (cross-stream) magnetic field. The structures are magnetically buoyant and therefore rise, and may evolve further to a rich variety of geometries, including kinked or arched shapes. The emergence process can repeat indefinitely with a characteristic period. These mechanisms may be relevant to the MHD processes in the solar tachocline and the creation and emergence of solar active regions.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The cyclic variation of magnetic activity on the Sun, although well-observed, still remains theoretically mostly a puzzle. The main tracer of the magnetic activity -the emergence of active regions -exhibits a surprising degree of order via, for example, the butterfly diagram, Hale's polarity laws and Joy's inclination law (see e.g. Priest 1982) . Active regions are believed to be the surface manifestation of large-scale strong toroidal field structures rising from the interior owing to magnetic buoyancy (Parker 1955a) . A dynamo is the likely source for all the largescale solar magnetic activity (see e.g. Weiss 1994) , and an intuitive picture of its operation has emerged from a mixture of observations and modelling. Two basic processes are required (Parker 1955b) : an v-effect, 1 governing the generation of strong structured toroidal field from weaker poloidal field, and an a-effect recycling the strong toroidal field back into poloidal field.
The v-effect is conceptually simple. A non-uniform latitudinal or radial dependence of the angular velocity of rotation in the solar interior will stretch any existing poloidal field in the azimuthal direction, thus generating toroidal field. Such differential rotation indeed exists: feature tracking indicates that the solar surface rotates with a period of about 33 d at the pole compared with 25 d at the equator. Furthermore, helioseismology has revealed that although this surface differential rotation imprints through the whole solar convection zone, the inner core rotates as a solid body, and then these two regions are joined by a thin interface zone of strong radial (and latitudinal) shear (Goode et al. 1991; Thompson et al. 1996) , known as the tachocline (Spiegel 1972; Spiegel & Zahn 1992) . The existence of the strong velocity shear in the tachocline makes this the likely region for generating strong toroidal field. Several different types of theoretical modelling support this notion (see e.g. Choudhuri & Gilman 1987; Parker 1993; Caligari, Moreno-Insertis & Schüssler 1995; Charbonneau & MacGregor 1997) .
However, very little is known in detail of the creation, rise and emergence of strong structured toroidal fields. Work to date has concentrated either on the rise of idealized isolated magnetic tubes, or magnetic buoyancy instabilities of layers of magnetic field. Magnetic flux tube models under the thin approximation (see e.g. Defouw 1976; Spruit 1980; Choudhuri & Gilman 1987; Caligari et al. 1995) or with less restrictive assumptions (see e.g. Schüssler 1979; Fan, Fisher & Deluca 1993; Longcope, Fisher & Arendt 1996; Linton, Longcope & Fisher 1996; Hughes & Falle 1998) , have studied the evolution of preconceived structures. An important finding is that twisted magnetic field lines are essential for a magnetic structure to remain coherent during its rise. Twodimensional simulations of the magnetic buoyancy instabilities of magnetic layers exhibit the breakup of the layer into rising, mushroom-shaped structures (Cattaneo & Hughes 1988) , and, in the equivalent 3D problem (Matthews, Hughes & Proctor 1995; Wissink et al. 2000) , these 2D structures undergo a secondary instability that forms rising arches along the length of the tubes. Again however, the initial distribution of the magnetic field influenced the results significantly (Cattaneo, Chiueh & Hughes 1990) .
These previous studies have demonstrated that the evolution of the magnetic field depends crucially on the initial magnetic configuration, and in particular the distribution of the magnetic shear or twist. Different forms of the magnetic initial conditions lead to different geometries, sizes, strengths and stability properties of the resulting magnetic structures. Studies to date have predetermined the magnetic properties, including the twist, that significantly affect the subsequent evolution. We here adopt a different approach. We assume only that some weak background (poloidal) magnetic field exists and that external forces maintain a localized velocity shear (equivalent to a differential rotation). We anticipate that localized toroidal magnetic field may then be generated spontaneously via an v-effect. Any twist within such magnetic structures will be derived from the interactions between the background magnetic field, the shear and the induced flows and magnetic fields. We therefore here confront the natural creation, evolution and buoyant rise of magnetic structures.
We study the interaction between an imposed weak uniform magnetic field and a forced shear flow in a stably stratified compressible atmosphere, using fully non-linear MHD numerical simulations. We consider a Cartesian domain, periodic in the horizontal directions x and y and of aspect ratio x m : y m : 1, with the z-axis downwards, containing a perfect gas. We assume that the specific heats c p , c v , shear viscosity m ð¼ nr, where n is the kinematic viscosity), magnetic resistivity h and gravitational acceleration are all constant. Non-dimensionalizing using the upper boundary temperature T 0 , and density r 0 , in a polytropic state, the depth of the layer d and the sound crossing time, the temporal evolution of the velocity u ¼ ðu; v; wÞ, the magnetic field B ¼ ðB x ; B y ; B z Þ, the total pressure p t , density r, and temperature T, are governed by
Here, p g is the gas pressure, C k is the thermal dissipation parameter (the non-dimensionalized version of the thermal conductivity, K ),
Prandtl number, Q is the Chandresekhar number (defined presently), V m represents viscous heating, and
These parameters, together with the P r and C k chosen, ensure that the Rayleigh number is large and negative, and thus that the system is stable to convective motions. The forcing function F in equation (2) is chosen to drive a steady stable target velocity profile U 0 , in the absence of magnetic effects. To mimic some aspects of the solar tachocline, the chosen profile contains shear in both the y and z directions: U 0 ¼ ðU 0 ; 0; 0Þ with U 0 ðy; zÞ ¼ PðzÞ cosð2py/y m Þ (Fig. 1a) . Here, P(z ) is a polynomial function of z chosen so that the velocity is non-zero between two horizontal levels, z 0 and z 1 , with maximum amplitude U m at z v ¼ ðz 0 þ z 1 Þ=2, joined smoothly to the surrounding quiescent 0 (a) 2 The flow U 0 was tested numerically and found to be stable to hydrodynamic perturbations at the parameters chosen here.
We assume the presence of a background weak uniform magnetic field in the y-direction, B ¼ ð0; B 0 ; 0Þ. In the solar case, this poloidal field would be supplied by processes not considered here, e.g. an a-effect. The Chandrasekhar number
2 /ðm 0 mhÞ, where m 0 is the magnetic permeability, measures the strength B 0 of this background magnetic field, although a related parameter that appears explicitly in the equations, a m ¼ P r zQC 2 k , is generally quoted here. We impose stress-free, impenetrable velocity conditions at the upper and lower boundaries, require that the vertical gradient of the horizontal magnetic field vanishes there, and enforce a constant temperature on the upper surface and a fixed heat flux through the lower one; thus
The equations are solved numerically using a hybrid pseudospectral/finite difference scheme with typical spatial resolution containing 64 spectral modes or grid points per unit length in each direction. For further details of the model and the numerical methods, see Tobias et al. (2001) .
Formation of magnetic structures
Although the precise nature of our results will depend upon the configuration we have chosen, we seek to demonstrate that a natural process for the creation and evolution of magnetic structures can exist. Figs 1(b) and 2 exhibit elements of a typical evolution from the initial conditions. First, the shear builds from U ¼ 0 owing to the forcing (Fig. 1b) . Simultaneously, if magnetic diffusion is sufficiently weak, then the field lines (initially all in the y direction throughout the domain) behave as if they were almost frozen into the fluid and are distorted into the x-direction by the velocity field more and more with time (Fig. 1b) . This corresponds to a production of B x by the inductive term, B y › y u. As this process continues, B x becomes strong (compared with the weak background B y field) where the horizontal shear › y u is greatest, around the stagnation points at y ¼ 0:25; 0:75 (Fig. 1b at time iii) . Fig. 2 (a) (upper panel) shows the effect of this process in a volume rendering of jBj 2 (proportional to the magnetic energy and the magnetic pressure). Locally strong magnetic field is created that may be interpreted as two magnetic 'tubes' aligned in the x-direction. The character of these structures is dominated by the equal amplitude but opposite polarity B x resulting from the shear. Where the magnetic field is strong, the extra contribution of the magnetic pressure to the total pressure causes the structure to expand in order to maintain pressure equilibrium, incurring a deficit in density (lower panel, Fig. 2a ). This magnetic buoyancy (Parker 1955a ) is the source for an upflow through the centre of the magnetic structure which subsequently advects the whole magnetic structure vertically (Fig. 2b and c) . The buoyant rise eventually carries the magnetic structure from the shear flow region into the quiescent region above, and with the shear source removed, magnetic diffusion erodes the structure (Fig. 2d) . Under solar conditions, the magnetic diffusion is very low and the structure could survive outside the shear source for a long time.
Cyclic emergence
The buoyant rise of the strong field may disrupt the forced shear flow, either via the Lorenz force or via the flows induced by buoyancy. However, after the emergence of the structure, the only remaining source for the velocity field is the forcing term and so the system will be driven back towards the shear flow state. As the magnetic boundary conditions enforce a conservation of the horizontal fluxes, if any of the imposed background field B y remains in the shear region, the whole process can begin again. Magnetic structures can thus be created and released in a cyclic manner. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3(a) , which shows the extremal values of B x as functions of time in a typical simulation integrated for a long time. The time trace begins with B x ¼ 0 everywhere initially, but the forcing quickly generates the shear flow and subsequently B x . At this stage, the perfect antisymmetry of the two magnetic structures about the vertical mid-plane ðy ¼ y m /2Þ means that the two lines in Fig. 3(a) are indistinguishable (max B x ¼ 2min B x Þ. The structures achieve a peak strength at t < 15 when their magnetic buoyancy causes them to begin to rise out of the shear layer. As they leave the strongest shear source, the structures decrease in intensity, and at t < 30 they reach an equilibrium state in which the generation of B x by the shear induction term ðB y › y uÞ is everywhere balanced by diffusion (7 2 B x ) and the vertical advection of B x out of the shear layer ðw› z B x Þ. Notice that this is a non-static equilibrium, because fluid is circulating through the centre of the tubes. The structures hover at z , 0:6 just above the peak shear at z v ¼ 0:675. This equilibrium state dominates until at t < 120 an instability breaking the perfect 'left -right' antisymmetry in y manifests itself, saturating by t < 250. In this instability, one of the two structures begins to dominate and rise (say, the y , y m /2 or 'right' structure), inducing a vertical flow ðw , sinð2py/y m Þ in this case) that suppresses the rise of the other ðy . y m /2 or 'left') structure. With the right structure departing and the left remaining embedded the shear source, the left then becomes the dominant structure. The process can then repeat indefinitely, with alternate structures with opposite alignments of B x emerging out of the shear layer, as exhibited by the alternating peaks in the two lines and the inset volume renderings in Fig. 3(a) .
Inherent in the cyclic process is an adjustment of the velocity shear arising from the asymmetry of the magnetic structures and the buoyantly generated circulations. This process appears to determine the cycle period, enforcing a dependence on both the viscous and magnetic diffusivities. The nature of the cyclic behaviour can change with these parameters. For example, Fig. 3b shows the time traces for B x again for a case with lower magnetic diffusivity. The primary instability manifests itself more quickly and the subsequent cycling is irregular with varying field strength and alignment in the emerging structures.
Structure of emerging fields
The emerging magnetic structures need not remain essentially 2 Using initial condition U ¼ 0 rather than U ¼ U 0 eliminates some long transient behaviour because the velocity and magnetic fields then build together in a more balanced manner. The different initial conditions ultimately relax to the same MHD state.
two-dimensional, as exhibited so far. Indeed, the non-static equilibrium can be unstable to a rich variety of behaviour and, depending upon the parameters of the problem, various different geometries of the emerging field can be realized. For instance, the magnetic structures may kink, breaking the translational symmetry in the x direction (Fig. 4a) . This occurs as the result of a KelvinHelmholtz-like instability of the underlying shear flow (in the y direction) triggered by the presence of the magnetic field. This, in conjunction with the advective flow of the non-static equilibrium configuration, creates a helical flow around the tube axis that winds the field into the kink. The displacement of the central axis of the structure here follows roughly the twist angle of the field lines, in a confusingly similar manner to the purely magnetic kink instability of an idealized magnetic flux tubes (Linton et al. 1996) .
We further find that the x-translational invariance can be broken in a different manner if the domain is long in the x-direction compared with the vertical pressure scaleheight. For such configurations (e.g. x m $ 1:0 for the same parameters as the case in Fig. 3) , the non-static magnetic equilibrium exhibiting two x-independent tubes is unstable to undulations along their axis. These undulations are again reminiscent of those found in simple models (cf. Parker 1966) although they are necessarily different because they are instabilities about the non-static equilibrium (see also Hughes & Cattaneo 1987) . The sinusoidal displacements of the structure in the vertical appear to prefer a wavelength around unity, or approximately twice the pressure scaleheight. The undulations can remain in situ and permanently disrupt the shear, preventing any cyclic behaviour, or, for very long boxes (e.g. x m ¼ 4Þ, they can cause some sections (in x ) of the structure to rise buoyantly whilst other parts sink (Fig. 4b) . The latter behaviour results in two effectively disconnected segments of the structure, both of which contain strong magnetic field, but one of which emerges and the other of which remains stored.
Discussion
We have demonstrated that a shear flow can act on an imposed weak magnetic field to build strong magnetic structures with nontrivial geometry that rise cyclicly owing to magnetic buoyancy. Here, the magnetic structures are created as a natural consequence of the shear flow, and are fluctuations in a continuous magnetic field, not isolated flux tubes. These structures may further undergo instabilities, creating kinks and undulations that outwardly appear to be related to those found in simple models (e.g. Linton et al. 1996; Fan et al. 1999; Parker 1966) . However, the mechanisms are significantly different, because here the formation of the structure by velocity shear, its buoyant rise and its subsequent instabilities are not studied as independent problems, but rather are connected, interacting processes. These simulations may provide insight into the creation and evolution of the magnetic structures that lead to solar active regions. Some of the observed characteristics of that process appear to be forthcoming, including a characteristic frequency for their emergence and certain anticipated magnetic field geometries. 
